Docking multiple conformations of a flexible ligand into a protein binding site using NMR restraints.
A method is described for docking a large, flexible ligand using intra-ligand conformational restraints from exchange-transferred NOE (etNOE) data. Numerous conformations of the ligand are generated in isolation, and a subset of representative conformations is selected. A crude model of the protein-ligand complex is used as a template for overlaying the selected ligand structures, and each complex is conformationally relaxed by molecular mechanics to optimize the interaction. Finally, the complexes were assessed for structural quality. Alternative approaches are described for the three steps of the method: generation of the initial docking template; selection of a subset of ligand conformations; and conformational sampling of the complex. The template is generated either by manual docking using interactive graphics or by a computational grid-based search of the binding site. A subset of conformations from the total number of peptides calculated in isolation is selected based on either low energy and satisfaction of the etNOE restraints, or a cluster analysis of the full set. To optimize the interactions in the complex, either a restrained Monte Carlo-energy minimization (MCM) protocol or a restrained simulated annealing (SA) protocol were used. This work produced 53 initial complexes of which 8 were assessed in detail. With the etNOE conformational restraints, all of the approaches provide reasonable models. The grid-based approach to generate an initial docking template allows a large volume to be sampled, and as a result, two distinct binding modes were identified for a fifteen-residue peptide binding to an enzyme active site.